Rushden Cavalcade

By Phil Randell
The Cavalcade at Rushden has been going for many years and gets busier each
year. Primarily the show is a Steam Engine rally, which incorporates military
vehicles, farm equipment, trucks, cars
and motorcycles etc, dating back many
years.
It was Dickie Galka that first had the
idea about having a display there and it
turned out to be a great success.
We decided to keep our stand quite minimal and cut down on all the hard work
that normally goes into these shows.
Unfortunately the weather wasn’t particularly kind to us with rain forecast for
not only the weekend but also leading up
to it. So with the help of Peter Lane and
Dickie we decided to set the marquee
up on the Wednesday before to miss the
rain. However when we arrived on site
(or should I say field) let’s just say you
could have made a lot of bales of hay! So
to the dismay and amusement of both

Pete and Dickie I set off to get my lawn
mower to cut the grass on our pitch. I
would like to say thanks to Dickie at this
point for also getting his mower to help
(not so much to help but to so my OCD
didn’t stand out too much). Pete kept his
distance and pretended not to know us.
Tony, Cat, Kieran and Belinda all camped
over for the three nights, and Chris and
I stopped over in the van.
Although the event is not altogether
geared up for modern motorcycles I
think the weekend was a fantastic success, and I’m sure the number of new
members we get from the weekend’s advertising will pleasantly surprise us.
I would like to give special thanks to the
guys who stayed over all weekend and
also to Pete, Dickie, Ken, Mary, Brian
Cullip (who stayed to help despite feeling quite poorly) Keith, Bernice and all
the members who found the time to
visit and look us up.
We’re looking forward to the next one.

World Superbike, Assen

dusting down and gaffer tape set us on
By Clive Homan
You would have had to be on the Assen our way again.
trip to believe all the mishaps that befell
us. We split into two groups, one going
via Calais and my group via Harwich to
the Hook of Holland. We had an overnight crossing and were up bright and
early, planning to visit Amsterdam on the
way to Assen. However, when we got
the nod to leave the boat my battery was
flat and my bike had to be jump-started.
The traffic was unbelievable so we took
the motorway to Amsterdam where we
split up to do some sight-seeing. Clive,
Dave, Derek and myself went on a canal
cruise, which was an excellent way to see
the real Amsterdam.
After another jump-start we headed
north to find the amazing Houttribdjk
dike, a man-made 30km road across water, from where we took the last leg of
the journey to the hotel. This is where
things started to go downhill (obviously
there were no hills – it’s Holland), but
two riders toppled off at a T-junction
and one went into the back of another
bike when we were re-grouping after the
‘offs’. Luckily everyone was ok and some

We arrived at the hotel, which was very
good apart from the frothy, soapy beer.
The weather was good on Saturday and
we had time to see some more of Holland’s ditches and dykes. It was Terry’s
turn to have a flat battery so he went off
to buy a new one. My bike had no problem starting this time, and ‘no’, I didn’t
swap them over if that’s what you’re
thinking.
We then had an interesting trip to Arnham Bridge where we had a history lesson about the men who fought there in
World War II. In the evening we went
into Assen to hear the live bands and
soak up the excitement that was mounting for the following day’s racing.

On race day DR333 took us to the back
door of the racetrack, which meant a
2-mile walk in either direction to reach
the grandstand. Mr Hennessey was not
happy, saying, “Are we there yet?”, and
“The racing will be over by the time
we get there.”, which I’m not sure really helped! However, we set up on the
front row overlooking the grid and the
racing was perfect, with three Brits on
thev podium. It was arguably the best
racing any of us had seen, and Phil and I
managed to get on telly (autographs at
the Club for those interested).
The journey home should have been
simple, but with Randell and Homan
tours you get the full Monty. The boat
was running late and my battery was
flat again when we disembarked, making us the last off. The first two petrol
stations were closed and we made the
third on vapour, where one member
filled his bike with diesel. After emptying the diesel into a suitable receptacle
(hedge), he refuelled and we set off
for home at a pace. Still no peace for
the wicked, as Trevor’s lights packed in.
Phil took him under his wing, putting
him between two bikes with lights, and
everyone finally made it home safe and
sound.
A big ‘thank you’ to Phil for organising a great weekend and to all the guys
and gals who made it another fantastic OMC event with a few memorable
twists!

Here’s to Baby Luke...

As most of you know, my better half
Caroline spent what seems to have been
most of last year pregnant. She eventually decided she’d had enough of being
too fat to get on the bike and enjoy a
nice ride, so on the 19th of March this
year (a Friday) after a night at the club
she decided to wake me up at 2.30 am
to inform me that she was ready to go to
the hospital to lose some weight.
After a quick cup of tea I bundled her off
to South Wing where, after a few hours
of OOOOHing and AAAAAHing and
even more cups of tea (for me that is), at
7 o’clock on the dot our beautiful baby
Luke popped into the world to become
the youngest member of the OMC.
I don’t know what all the fuss is about - it
didn’t hurt at all. I’d do it again tomorrow !!!! Cat and I would like to say ‘thank

you’ to everybody at the Club for their
congrats, cards and pressies. Some of
you have met him some haven’t but I’m
sure he’ll see you all at the Club through
the summer months (not on the bike
though).
Thanks Everyone, Tony and Cat

There’s no Butt like it!
By Clive Homan
Ride-out to Butts Farm, Cirencester, 10
April
The first day of summer saw us, dark
visors down, making our way through
some of the best roads in Oxfordshire
towards Cirencester. There were two
new members, making 15 bikes in total.
The drop-off system worked well
and we miraculously all arrived at our
destination at the same time with noone missing. We all felt we could eat a
horse (not really the right thing to say
at a rare breeds farm), but the café had
been closed because of licence problems. The lady did make us hot drinks
and the pigs amongst us ate all her pork
pies (no names mentioned, Big Pete,
Clive and Paul).
We set off to find a cheap and cheerful
place to get a bacon butty, but ended
up at the very select Duck Inn in Ewen,
which dated back to the 15th century.

We didn’t park the bikes next to the
£350,000 Mercedes in the car park but
left them out on the road and had a
lovely lunch in the sunny garden. There
were proper plates, knives and forks
which flummoxed some of the OMC
bikers who aren’t used to such luxury.
We were overtaken on the way home
by a local biker whose wallet fell out of
his jacket as he passed. Eagle-eyedTerry
stopped and picked up all the money
that was blowing around, and was soon
on the phone to book up a 5 star allinclusive holiday (not really – it was only
3 star).
In fact, Terry was able to contact the
biker and had a good excuse to go out
for another ride the next day to meet
up with him, which made a good end to
a great day.

TWO WHEELS, TWO DAYS,
700 MILES
By Tony Dawson

to present him with a cheque for
£800. It was a great feeling being able to hand over such a large
amount of money to such a worthy
cause, and Brian was delighted to
accept it.

This year we as a club are supporting two more very worthy charities; Brainstrust and Happy Days,
as well as the Air Ambulance. So,
don’t forget People, you don’t have
to organise a massive charity ride
to support our nominated charities. When at the club on Thursday
nights and you have some loose
change, just chuck it in the charity
Last October eight of us from bucket or put it in the Air Ambuthe OMC took it upon ourselves lance collection box, and hopefully
to spend a weekend riding 717.6 we’ll have some big cheques to
miles and covering 25 counties hand over at the end of the year.
around the UK, all in the name of
charity. We had a great time and Thanks to: Martin, Kieran, Dave,
raised over £1000 which we split Jack, Mark, Chris and Terry for joinbetween Cancer Research UK and ing me on the ride and helping to
Keech Cottage Children’s Hospice. raise so much.
After what seemed an eternity we
got things together and managed
to get Brian Hillier from Cancer research UK over to the club house

For more information about
OMC’s charity support, visit our
website:
http://oakleymc.net

Dear Mary...
Mary, OMC’s answer to Jeremy
Kyle, is back again to answer your
dilemmas...
Dear Mary
I would like to stay anonymous, but
my husband (Vice Chairman of a
well-known motorcycle club) and I,
recently celebrated our wedding anniversary. You can imagine my delight
when he told me that he’d booked a
night in London and added the “Lovers’ Package” to the booking. Expecting a weekend of romance, I had my
hair done and packed my best undies
and headed off in eager anticipation.
On arrival at the hotel the truth came
out. It was the “Bike Lovers’ Package” he’d included. This entailed free
Sky Sports and two complementary
crates of lager in the room. My husband switched on the bike racing and
sat enjoying his lager and World Superbikes. By 5 o’clock he was plastered and snoring on the bed and I
was left high and dry. How can I tell
him that he is being selfish and that
there’s more to life than motorcycles?
Mrs. X

Are you sure it’s your husband who’s being selfish
here? You get taken away
from the chores and provided
with lager and motor racing
and yet still you complain. I
should think every other wife
reading your letter wishes she
had a husband like yours. He
provides a luxury hotel AND
Stella Artois AND entertainment. What more can you
ask, and it is only a wedding
anniversary after all. Pull
yourself together and count
your blessings. As for there
being more to life than motorcycles, I’m confused. Like
what, for instance?
Mary

Do you have any burning issues you need advice on, but Jerry Springer is
too busy to help? Email Mary at mary@oakleymc.net

PETER WOOD ADVANCED MOTORCYCLE TRAINING
I’ve done virtually every advanced course going. I am a RoSPA Diploma holder and a BMF
Blue Riband instructor. I’m also a Police Class One motorcyclist. I’ve done a few track days
and received instruction at the Honda race School at Cadwell Park and the ACU Academy
at Darley Moor. I’ve also pottered about on a trail bike and done a motocross try-out day
(huge fun!)
I am a shift working police officer, so rest days vary. I am free two weekends per month. I
don’t have a glossy brochure or the latest sports-bike. My ‘advertising’ is by word of mouth
from satisfied customers, the occasional mention in biking magazines or websites, and recommendation from local bike dealers. I offer advanced bike training because I enjoy it and I
get satisfaction from passing on some of my skills and experience to others.
I will improve (or ‘refresh’) your cornering confidence and technique.You can corner better
than you’re doing now – I’ll show you how.
I can transform your overtaking from a nervous, risky “AmIgonnamakeit?” nightmare, to a
swift, safe and pleasurable manoeuvre. I can also teach you how to brake, HARD, whilst staying in total control. If slow speed control is bothering you, I can fix that too! I don’t ‘preach’
ROADCRAFT at customers and I don’t care what bike you ride. You can master your bike,
whatever it is. I rode a Pan European at work and you’d be surprised at just how much
‘progress’ can be made when you get to grips with it.
•
GROUND RULES. ‘No speeding in the 30’s, 40’s, or 50’s. In the ‘national’ or ‘derestricted’ areas I allow a bit of ‘flexibility’ as we are only human and all tend to get carried
away occasionally, and I like a ‘whoosh’ as much as the next boy or girl! However, as a
(former) Traffic cop, it would be hypocritical of me to encourage or condone speeding or
dangerous riding. Quick, yes (if you like). Stupidly fast, no.
•
NO DRUGS. If there’s alcohol or other recreational drugs in your body – let’s do
it some other time.
•
The legality of your bike is your responsibility. I won’t check your tax, insurance,
MOT or tyres, but if we get stopped for whatever reason, it’s down to you.
I concentrate on increased SAFETY through better observation, accurate positioning and
machine control. Once you have grasped these principles you can go away and practice,
dialling in extra speed if you wish, but you must learn to ‘walk before you can run’.
I hope this gives a clearer picture of what I am trying to achieve in the field of ‘Advanced’
rider training. If you like the sound of it, give me a call! If you think it sounds boring, try it
anyway - you might be pleasantly surprised!
PRICES :
Normally £20 an hour or £130 for a full 8 hour day. Can do half days, or even by the hour
if you’re pressed for time. I can do one-to-one or a pair at a time.
DISCOUNTED RATE FOR OMC MEMBERS - All I ask for is £30 to cover my petrol costs
etc and you buy lunch. Bargain! If you want to make a donation to club funds that’s up to
you.
Contact Peter on peter.wood@oakleymc.net
Or phone 01462 815145 or 07968953081

Easter Egg Run 2010
It’s always difficult to plan a big annual event at this time of the year
because you really don’t know
what the weather will do.

eggs to that ward, so he decided
to go all in and deliver Easter eggs
to all the other wards in the Hospital, and with the help of friends
family he succeeded.

Another problem has been that if
we just give eggs to one chosen
good cause we could get a serious
amount of eggs being distributed
between very few recipients. So,
this year we decided to deliver
Easter eggs to six different locations. As it happened we had just
under 50 bikes participating so
were able to split into six groups,
thus making each group more Our other chosen charities were:manageable and our visit more
personal to the recipients.
The Brookside Centre for adults
with learning disabilities in
Kempston
The Squirrels Respite centre in
Rushden
Albert House Centre for adults
with learning disabilities in
Clapham
Lovell Homes for the elderly in
Oakley
Adult learning centre in Oakley
When big Pete did his reccy to All of the residents received their
Bedford South Wing Signet ward Easter eggs with extreme delight
he was told that another motor- and gratitude.
cycle group was also delivering

On behalf of OMC we would like
to thank John and Linda from The
Red Lion in Stevington for laying
on food and refreshments after the
ride-outs, and also all the members
who helped organize the event. Finally, thanks to all the individuals
and companies who donated cash
and over 200 Easter eggs to our
chosen charities.
Thank you everyone.

Advanced Riding

By Peter Lane
It’s something I’ve thought about
over the years but never got
around to doing. Two years ago
I went with Phil and some other
guys on a London Bikesafe day
to disastrous ends, with me being
hospitalized for a very long time
and still having ongoing operations
to mend my very damaged leg.
Although the accident was not a
direct result of the Bikesafe day
and is a completely different story,
it did leave a very sour taste in my
mouth with regard to Police officers etc, so to be persuaded into
taking further training such a short
time after being able to ride again
was not an easy pill to swallow.
“What do I do?”, I thought. Colin does his confidence building

rides etc but strangely enough felt
I didn’t lack confidence. I have always been a progressive rider, not
only on the road but on the track.
I had thought about IAM but although I stick to posted limits, they
stick rigidly to open speed limits,
which I have to confess I sometimes exceed.
So when Peter Woods joined the
club with his experience as Police
motorcyclist and a list of qualifications as long as your arm, I thought
I’d go out with him for a day. It
was my intention to go out with
Woody and Phil but unfortunately
the first date I was available Phil
wasn’t so it was in at the deep end,
and I have to say it was a fantastic
day. We covered U-turns, which I
was nervous about before, but now

do them with confidence. We also
covered braking, counter-steering
and a great deal of progressive riding on some very exciting roads. I
found it quite astonishing that his
75 bhp bike could be ridden at such
a progressive pace and that my 135
bhp bike struggled to keep up with
him. However after the day’s training I am a little closer!

marily that he could buy me lunch,
but also to watch Phil make a tit of
himself (not that hard really) and
again I had brilliant day out.

Both Phil and I would thoroughly
recommend a training session with
Woody to all experienced riders
who want to improve their riding or to brush up on their skills
in preparation for a ROSPA test or
A week or so later Phil went out the equivalent.
with him and I tagged along, pri-

Bedford Kite Festival

It was a cloudy but mild Sunday
morning when we pitched the club
tent and set up our stall thinking
we had a good site on the embankment right next to the suspension
bridge.

We had a few visitors including
some whose credentials for being allowed in public alone were
somewhat dubious but hey, it takes
all sorts. The day was disappointing
in that it would have been nice to
have been closer to the main event
where people would have known
we were there, however we had
assembled as a small band of individuals with a common interest
and the day turned out to be fun
with plenty of good natured banter.

It was soon apparent that no other
tents or vendors were going to
join us and the main event was
taking place in Russell Park several
hundred metres away. We had a
nice selection of bikes on display
including a rather mint GT250 and
some nice modern machinery.
Even Baysie, leading a ride out

came along to give support and
Pete Lane gave words of support
and encouragement to the local
testosterone fuelled scallywags
who were pulling impressive 3 inch
wheelies every time they passed
our stall.
In the end with rain clouds moving
in, it was time to pack up. Thanks
to all who gave up their precious
time to help and especially to those
who provided bikes for display.

Boating, the way forward?

By Baysie
Well, you have all now seen the front
page before reading this and probably
think what a tosser the Chairman must
be, naming a boat after his nickname
and yes, you are right, I am.
In my defence, when I bought the boat,
it was called “Dream II” Now, that is
extremely naff for a 20 year old 24
foot river cruiser. I did think about
putting the word “Wet” in front of it,
but as I am now a member of GOBA,
the Great Ouse Boating Association, it
might not go down to well with their
membership.Who wants to be moored
up alongside a Wet Dream?
As I have only been into this boating lark for less than two years, I have
found that there is a lot in common

with biking. I know that seems hard to
believe, but there actually is.Virtually all
boaters will acknowledge each other
when passing, the difference being that
boaters have time for all on board to
wave, shout hello, smile and even bear
their arse if they feel like it whereas
bikers only get a split second to throw
a nod in, but the respect and goodwill
for each other is there. Likewise, if a
boater breaks down out on the river,
other boaters will do their damndest
to help.
Back at the moorings of Priory Marina and pontoon B where our boat is
moored, I was told it’s the “Party pontoon” and yes I think it is, when one
sees a group of 60 something year olds
wandering by their boats at 10 o’clock

on a Sunday morning clutching tins of
Carling, I know I’ve chosen correctly!
Now, as for the boating itself, it ain’t
as easy as it may look! Firstly, no
bloody brakes, the only way to stop
it is by slamming it into reverse. Also
the steering is pretty grim, it don’t
always go exactly where you want it
to go and is majorly affected by river
current, wind speed and direction. My
first couple of attempts at getting into
Cardington lock saw me bouncing off
the lock walls, but I think I’ve got the
hang of it now!
The next lock is Castle Mills. Now this
is one of the biggest locks on the Ouse
and when at the low water level which
is just about empty is about twenty
foot deep before you hit the water.
One of those locks that boaters don’t
stand right by the edge as will cause
vertigo!
The third lock downstream is Willington which is a nice simple easy to negotiate lock, which lulls you into a false
sense of security before you reach the
nemesis of many a boater, the dreaded
Great Barford Bridge!
This bridge is a complete pig. Not only
are the arches low and narrow, but
both the current and the wind push
the boat off a straight line. The only
way to get through is get a good line
on approach then bang the throttle
open, grit the teeth, shut the eyes and
hope for the best. I have had one coming together with it and the 150 year
old worn bricks on the inside of the
arches make a right f**king mess of any
1500 pound boat cockpit canopy!

Anyway, once through the arches, lie
the moorings of Great Barford and
the very close by, Anchor Pub. I have
to admit that I have yet to boat further than the Anchor Pub at Great
Barford. I know you think it’s because
the Chairman must be a pisshead and
you are not wrong, but in my defence
I must state that from Priory Marina,
due to three locks and several miles of
meandering river, it takes about three
hours to get there. Anyway, it’s probably a similar speed to some of the ride
outs we run?
The advantage of boating over biking
is that whilst boating down the river,
one can get absolutely sh*t faced without fear of prosecution. There are no
drink boating laws! One can pull a boat
wheelie which involves slamming the
throttle open reaching speeds of up to
six miles per hour and lifting the front
of the boat about 6 more inches out
the water or doughnutting by opening
it up and banging it to hard astern! Exciting stuff isn’t it?
So, if someone calls out Plod because
you are doing the above after several
2 litre bottles of White Lightning, give
Plod the finger! He can’t do anything!!
One note of caution, if you do the
above, it will probably be best to moor
up and sleep overnight on the boat, if
not, the same Plod will be waiting as
you drive out the marina!!
Regards,
Baysie
“The Anal Chairman”

- OMC FUNNIES Submitted by a Primary school girl for a homework
assignment...

After it was marked and the child brought it home, she returned to school the
next day with the following note:
Dear Ms. Davis,
I want to be very clear on my child’s illustration. It is NOT of me on
a dance pole on a stage in a strip joint. I work at B&Q and had commented to my daughter how much money we made in the recent snowstorm. This picture is of me selling a shovel.
Mrs. Harrington

The English are feeling the pinch in relation to recent terrorist threats and have raised
their security level from “Miffed” to “Peeved.”. Soon, though, security levels may be
raised yet again to “Irritated” or even “A Bit Cross.”The English have not been “A Bit
Cross” since the blitz in 1940 when tea supplies all but ran out.
Terrorists have been re-categorized from “Tiresome” to a “Bloody Nuisance.”The last
time the British issued a “Bloody Nuisance” warning level was during the great fire of
1666.
The Scots raised their threat level from “****ed Off ” to “Let’s get the Bastards”.They
don’t have any other levels.This is the reason they have been used on the front line in
the British army for the last 300 years.
The French government announced yesterday that it has raised its terror alert level
from “Run” to “Hide”.The only two higher levels in France are “Collaborate” and “Surrender.”The rise was thought to be precipitated by a recent fire that destroyed France’s
white flag factory, effectively paralyzing the country’s military capability. However, it’s
not only the French who are on a heightened level of alert.
Italy has increased the alert level from “Shout Loudly and Excitedly” to “Elaborate Military Posturing.”Two more levels remain: “Ineffective Combat Operations” and “Change
Sides Now”.
Belgians, on the other hand, are all on holiday as usual, and the only threat they are
worried about is NATO pulling out of Brussels.
The Spanish are all terribly excited to see their new submarines ready to deploy.These
beautifully designed subs have glass bottoms so the new Spanish navy can get a really
good look at the old Spanish navy.
And in the southern hemisphere...
Australia, meanwhile, has raised its security level from “No worries” to “She’ll be right,
mate”.Three more escalation levels remain: “Strewth!”, “I think we’ll need to cancel the
barbie this weekend” and “The barbie is cancelled”.
So far no situation has ever warranted use of this ultimate escalation level, which is
fortunate since civil war would be the inevitable result...
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